Memory Vocabulary Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across
2. alike
4. information changed into a different form
7. to strengthen
10. a winner or defender of a cause or person
11. call back or call to mind
15. to come up with an idea that may solve a problem or explain something
16. to store information in your mind for later use
17. plan of action
20. smart; able to think well
21. relationship or link
22. no longer remember
23. look over an area carefully; can mean an electronic examination or picture of an area of the body or brain
24. people involved in a project or activity
25. grow weaker or less visible over time
26. not related or useful in the situation
27. a physical or mental picture of something

Down
1. related to nerves
3. correct and precise
5. holding onto
6. hold in memory
8. the way something works
9. a group of connections
10. ideas
12. related to neural connections and synapses
13. check your work or go over information to remember it better
14. to store information in your mind for later use
18. facts and data
19. ability to enter or get use of something
24. to last or to continue doing something for a long period of time

review irrelevant encoded function neural image retention participants intelligent concepts persist scan accurate fade connection access champion similar forget recall network hypothesize neuroscientist reinforce information synaptic strategy remember memorize
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